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Solid state video memory has served as the
basis for "instant" electronic imaging

in science and industry



IMAGE PROCESSING

l
magine paying five to ten thousand dol-
lars for a single sheetoffilm! That's what
a solid-state video memory might cost

you, and the TV camera and monitor to go
with it can add substantially to the price tag.
Furthermore, theresolution ofyour piece of
"electronic" film isn't all that great, per-
haps being somewhat comparable to a
16mm frame.
Now for the advantages : First, how about

really fast development? One thirtieth of a
second and no chemicals to fuss with or re-
plenish . Second, your "film" is reusable
and good for a few million shots without de-
terioration . Of course there's no need for a
darkroom, and instant enlargements are
available by means of a 25" TV monitor or
video projector. Don't worry about H&D
curves, as the video memory is highly linear
(although the TV camera may not be). No
"grain," as such (though the TV camera
may introduce the equivalent .) Color?
Sure, either a single encoded image from a
standard color TV camera, or separate Red-
Green-Blue image planes for greater flexi-
bility in signal handling and higher
resolution .
A few words about television cameras.

These come in a surprising variety of con-
figurations with prices ranging from $100or
so to over $100,000 . Sensitivity can range
from the equivalent of ASA 25 to some-
where in the neighborhood ofASAone mil-
lion for a "starlight" camera . Special
tubes, such as the Pyricon, allow viewing in
the infrared region of the spectrum and oth-
ers are sensitive to ultraviolet or X-ray radi-
ation. There are, of course, limitations on
TV camera performance as a data acquisi-
tion device, and these will be touched upon
later .

Let's get down to cases. One common
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use of instrumentation photography is to
freeze transient phenomena for subsequent
observation and analysis . Figure 1 shows a
simple block diagram of a video system ca-
pable of doing this, with major components
being a television camera, solid-state video
memory, and a TVmonitor. Also shown are
two other potentially very important ele-
ments, a mechanical shutter (for daylight
use) and a high-intensity pulsed light source
(foruse underotherlighting situations) . The
reason forthese last two factorsis graphical-
ly shown in Figure 2- and is based upon the
fact that during normal operation the TV
camera acts as if it were taking a ''/so second
exposure, which of course is far too slow to
give a clear image of a rapidly moving
subject .

If a subject is temporarily stationary, the
image capture is as simple as pushing a but-
ton. For the equivalent of short exposure
times implementation becomes more com-
plex and some of the considerations in-
volved in two general caseswill be outlined .
A. Daylight or other relatively strong,

continuous illumination of the subject . In
this instance a mechanical shutter may be
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Figure 1. Block diagram of typical digital video memory set-up .

used to reduce the equivalent exposure time
of the TV camera tube . This may be
achieved through use of a narrow slit in an
opaque disc that is synchronously rotated in ,
front of the TV camera tube providing ap-
proximately the equivalent of a focal plane
shutter .
B. A controllable lighting situation may

make a pulsed light source preferable, and
exposure times of a few microseconds are
obtainable . Note, however, that for best re-
sults the short-duration light source should
be fired during the vertical retrace period of
time when the camera tube is not being ac-
tively scanned.

In both of the above examples, a further
complication arises in that conventional TV
cameras use interlaced scanning, and a
complete frame is composed of two separate
fields, each of t/so second duration . A
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Figure 2. Example ofincrease in camera tube
sensitivity achieved by integration. Scanning
beam ofa silicon target tube wasturned offfor
a period of 4 seconds, then turned back on,
and the resulting video data transferred to a
digital memory in the next 1/60 second . Near
infrared radiation fromthe soldering ironwas
then sufficient to illuminate the test pattern .
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Figure 3. Off-screen photos showing: A. A
normal circuit board: B. The same circuit
board with a part missing ; C. The combined
outputs of two digital video memories, one of
which is subtracted from theother, leaving an
image of the missing part plainly visible.

single exposure from either shuttered or
pulsed light source will generally cause the
first field after the exposure to be read out at
full amplitude, but the second field may be
substantially degraded and the combination
of the two fields may result in a flickering
image on the TV screen . The simplest solu-

Figure 4. Flight patterns of birds. A
20-minute, daylight time exposure using a
peak store video memory and an inverted vid-
eo input.

tion is to store the first field only, and sacri-
fice half of the vertical resolution in the
picture . Alternately, TV cameras may be
operated at 30 or 60 frames per second in a
noninterlaced mode and either recorded in
memory in that fashion or converted by the
memory into an interlaced format .
Timing is a critical factor in transferring

information from the TV camera tube to the
solid-state memory, andit is best to have the
TV system itself control shuttered or pulsed
lighting . In some instances, such as thecap-
ture of random events, this is not practical,
and more complex approaches may be em-
ployed such as temporarily interrupting the
camera tube scanning process before the oc-
currence of an event. The target of the cam-
era tube can make an excellent short-term
storage device and retain information for
several seconds (depending uponthe specif-
ic tube used) if not scanned.
The application of image freezing for the

observation oftransientphenomena is obvi-
ous, but it can also be highly useful in some
instances when the subject is not moving in
a spatial sense. One example of this is in
high-power microscopy where a small
amount ofmechanical vibration may render
an image useless to the observer . The same
can hold true in telescopic observations,
whichmaybe complicated by atmospheric
perturbations . In either case, a frozen image
may provide superior interpretability .

If you are looking for supersensitivity,
take a time exposure with the TV camera.
The target of the camera tube will continue
to integrate light falling on it as long as it is
not discharged by the scanning beam . After
a predetermined period of time scanning,
the process may be initiated and the result-
ant data fed into a video memory . Note that
the readout is destructive, and the first field
will have the best quality image, although it
may take several scan repetitions to com-
pletely erase the charge pattern on the tar-
get. An example of a TV time exposure is
shown in Figure 3, where the sensitivity ofa
camera employing a silicon diode tube has
been increased by a factor of nearly 30 and
thus provides sufficient response in the near
infrared for a soldering iron to effectively il-
luminate a test pattern .
A note of caution . The amount of sensi-

tivity increase obtainable will depend upon

Figure 5. Example of electro-optical scan con-
version using a TV camera focused on the
screen ofan oscilloscope andusinga peak store
memory for long-term storage.

several factors such as the type of TV cam-
era tube target and the temperature of the
target. Also, some modifications to the vid-
eo amplifier in the camera maybe desirable
for optimum performance .

Additional advantages can resultfromthe
use of two or more memories . First, let's
take the matter of making comparisons .
Figures 3A and 3B show two identical pic-
tures of a circuit board with a component
missing in one. By electronically switching
back and forth between two memories, and
looking at the results on a single TV moni-
tor, you will see the missing part seem to
blink on and off. An even more interesting
way ofviewing changes is to electronically
convert the output of one of the memories
into a negative image and then combine the
signal with thatof the noninverted memory .
The result is shown in Figure 3C and is not
only visually striking, but easy to automat-
ically detect on a production line .

Both "blink" and substraction have their
counterparts in the film world, but are much
more readily accomplished digitally. In ad-
dition, the subtraction process may be
electronically accomplished in real time
with a reference image frozen and a digi-
tized image subtracted at the TV camera
frame rate of 30 times per second . It's a
technique that works well for intrusion de-
tection or observation of other transient
anomalies.
The use ofthree video memories suggests

color . Consider the advantages ofhaving in-
dividual control over each ofthe Red, Green
and Blue components of a picture . Again,
virtually instant response as you adjust a
knob, the ability to separately adjust bright-
ness as well as contrast, and even to affect
the gamma of each channel, or tc produce
masking effects by feeding negative signals
from one channel back into another.

Color input signals may be derived from a
three-tube color TV camera which has sepa-
rate R-G-B outputs available, ormay be ob-
tained by sequentially recording the output
of a monochrome camera with appropriate
filters placed in front of the lens or the tube
face . The latter approach opens up some
fascinating possibilities in research applica-
tions. For example, the use of supersensi-
tive single-tube cameras (or employing the
integration technique mentioned earlier) to



Figure 6. Multiple image build-up using a peak store memory (origi-
nal stored image was in NTSC color) .

obtain color pictures under low-light-level
conditions . Spectral translation may also be
accomplished by use of three narrow filters
in a particular region of the visible spectrum
such as the deep red, and the outputs of the
three video memories reproduced as Red,
Green and Blue . Alternately, components
in the near infrared, visible light, and ultra-
violet might be combined, or a color com-
posite made by using X-rays at different
voltages and corresponding variations in
penetrating power. Changes in the polariza-
tion of a light source, variations in depth of
field, and a host of other monochromatic
image manipulations may be translated into
arbitrary color images, some of which
might turn out to be highly meaningful.

Next, let's look at an unusual form ofdig-
ital video memory that seems to have no
counterpart in the field of chemical photog-
raphy. The special characteristic in this case
is making time exposures, not only over a
period of time, but in broad daylight . The
trick is to make electronic comparisons be-
tween succeeding frames of information
and add to the original stored image only
new information which is brighter (or darker)
than previously stored data . The results are
fascinating . Want to capture summer-time
lightning-stroke patterns? Just point the TV
camera atthe horizon, adjust the camera iris
so that the brightest flash won'toverload the
video amplifier, and sit back . Whether your
"exposure" is one second or five hours
should make little difference . Interested in
the local aircraft flight patterns or the move-
ment of birds? This time just invert the vid-
eo input polarity to get a negative image and
watch the video monitor screen fill with
tracks as shown in Figure 4.
The peak storing video memory also-

works nicely in the laboratory for the re-
cording oftransient events, and can be very
useful in conjunction with the conventional
oscilloscope for viewing of either very fast
or very slow patterns . The room lights need
not be turned off, but reflections from the
CRT faceplate should be avoided. Note,

Figure 8. Typical solid-state digital video
memory with computer IIO capability ; Colo-
rado Video Model 274D .

Figure 9. Off-screen photo of author.

too, that the TV camera tube, being an
integrating device, will be sensitive to vari-
ations in the CRT scanning beam velocity .

For the artist, the peak store memory al-
lows the production ofsome striking special
effects, such as zooming, creation of com-
posite images, and "painting with light,"
examples of which are shown in the accom-
panying illustrations . A very little known
technique, even among video experts, the
peak store memory almost seems like the
classic case of a solution looking for a
problem.
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Figure 7. Dual portrait using a peak store memory and a flashlight
as a "planning" source .

Computers. The fact that our electronic
images are in digital form makes it practical
to connect to a computer for useful tasks in
image measurement and analysis . Video
densitometry? Histograms? Area measure-
ments? Just use the right program. Likewise
with height, width, position, interval, an-
gle, size curve or other geometric character-
istics . Pattern recognition? Of course . The
field of image processing by computer is
worth a shelf of books by itself, and even
small personal computers have enough
power to perform many functions .
Finally, a slight problem with

"reusable" pieces of electronic film . How
to save that important data from an experi-
ment or observation, particularly as the im-
age goes awaywhenthe power isturned off.
It's easy to fall back to old, reliable, chem-
ical film and shoot pictures from the TV
screen for a permanentcollection, or maybe
you'd prefer to use a videotape recorder for
storage (again, it's a reusable medium) . If
you're looking for a really elegant form of
storage or archiving, use the computer to re-
cord data on floppy orhard discs . The accu-
racy is superb; no loss in resolution and no
gray scale deterioration . If you're in a hurry
to share your findings with colleagues, the
computer formatted pictures may be
transmitted over phone lines to the far cor-
ners of the earth.
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